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Part I

Shakespeare and the Language of Film
Filming and Staging Shakespeare: Some Contrasts

It seems obvious to state that the conditions of performance and reception of a Shakespeare play produced for film on the one hand, and stage on the other, are going to be different. However, exploring some of these differences will provide us with a useful way into learning about Shakespeare on film. To start with a very broad contrast between the two forms of production, it has been said that ‘in the theatre we accept theatricality; in the cinema we demand actuality’ (Manvell, 1979, 266). This requirement for an impression of actuality, or reality, is directly linked to the fact that film is a recorded medium of performance, a completed ‘product’ that is played back to cinema/DVD/Blu-ray/internet audiences watching in a space and time entirely remote from the original performance. Very obviously, a film audience can play no part in affecting the performance they are watching. By contrast, in the theatre where the performance is continuous and live, there is always some kind of interaction between the stage and the live audience. Consequently, if a narrative film (as most Shakespeare film adaptations are) is to communicate accessibly and coherently with the film audience, it needs to be made as realistically involving as possible, for an audience that will always be ‘virtual’. As we all know, a continuous film performance is made from many smaller bits of filmed performance, edited together. The very different conventions of performance and reception operating in theatre and film also mean that movie actors need to use rather different performance techniques if they are to communicate with us effectively. The sound amplification technology, enabling a cinema audience to hear what is being said from anywhere in the screening auditorium, means
that the actors are not required to ‘project’ their voices in the way stage actors do. Instead, they need to speak more at the level used in the interactions of everyday life that we all experience.

Without a live audience to cater for, film actors instead perform more exclusively to/with one another, such that the ‘eye of the camera’ is satisfied, the ultimate decision in this regard normally remaining with the film’s director. The director usually has final say over whether their visualization of the script the movie is following has been successfully realized into filmed performance. This decision-making process points to another of the vital differences between the playing conditions of film and theatre. In a theatrical production, the cast frequently rehearses a play for weeks before it opens to the public, hopefully to ensure a high level of artistic performance. For a film, without a live audience, a scene can be repeated again and again until played and filmed to the satisfaction of the director (budget permitting), mis-haps being eliminated and the best shots or shot sequences (takes) chosen for the ‘final cut’ of the movie. Once shot and edited into the connected sequences of the finished product, a filmed performance is ‘fixed’ forever, in and of its time of making. It provides a record of what all who have been involved in the production no doubt hope is the best that can be dramatically achieved, a complete recording ‘secured’ for all subsequent viewers of the film, who may eventually watch in thousands of locations around the world, wherever cinemas, DVD playback facilities or internet access are available.
The Audience: Individual and Collective Experience

Most new theatres these days are replacing the ‘two-room’ division of spaces produced by the old-style proscenium arch with more prominent stages that bring actor and audience closer together, in ‘one room’. The main house of England’s Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) theatre at Stratford-upon-Avon has used this type of ‘bold thrust stage, inspired by the Renaissance courtyard’ since 2010. The aim is ‘to articulate what’s distinctive about theatre through the intimacy of the relationship between actor and the audience, and the audience with one another’. In England this kind of dramatic intimacy can best be experienced at the rebuilt Shakespeare’s Globe on Bankside in London. Contained in the Renaissance outdoor-style amphitheatre playhouse, the audience inhabits the open yard and galleries ranged closely around the stage on three sides, their close proximity to the actors in ‘same-light’ performance conditions encouraging a frequently stimulating interactivity of experience between performer and spectator.

The kind of intimacy experienced by a cinema audience is very different from that achievable in even the most informal of playing spaces. However emotionally involved they may become in the recorded screen events, since they are physically remote from what has been filmed and edited in another time and place, moviegoers will relate differently to what they see on screen compared to the experience of the theatregoer (the ‘hybrid’ case of live stage to cinema productions are discussed in Part III). How film audiences receive, decode and engage with movies is therefore of prime importance to the
people who create the drama projected on screen. Although they will never meet the audience for whom the movies they create are made, producers, directors and actors all want to attract and hold the attention of audiences who have paid to watch their cinematic work. This is why audience **test screenings** are used so much for big film projects. In an era when commercial film production is very costly, producers, directors and distributors seek an assurance that film audience members will understand, like, and be held by a film if their enterprise is to make large profits, or to gain slimmer returns in the case of **arthouse** movies.

Filmgoers are therefore most likely to be appealed to as ‘self-contained’ perceiving **individuals**, successive screen images and sounds being geared to producing in them emotionally and psychologically engaging **private** experiences. This audience requirement is quite unlike that made on a live theatre spectator. In the live theatre, although each individual’s response to stage events will ultimately be their own, meanings and effects are generated in the context of a public, **collectively** interactive experience. A feature of this collective experience is that it is ‘pluralistic’ and relatively unpredictable, the theatrical spectator choosing which aspects of the performance to look at and focus on. The cinema or small-screen audience’s focus, on the other hand, will be dictated by what the **camera** ‘sees’, and **only** by what the camera sees. Consequently, the film viewer’s perception of the actions and images of the filmed story is mostly governed by what the film director, principally, chooses to show. Quite literally, it is the producer, the director and the editor who in the end ‘call the shots’ to be transmitted on film.

To the extent that the audience’s viewpoint can therefore be directed by the sequence of images and actions put up on the screen, there is great scope for the audience’s viewpoint and feelings to be **shaped** or manipulated in certain ways. (Once alerted to the fact, followers of Kenneth Branagh’s Shakespeare films will notice how much the music soundtracks are used to stir up and shape their emotions.) On the other hand, the act of watching a **narrative film** can be and often is a complex process. The manipulation of cinematic techniques of **montage** and **mise-en-scène** by filmmakers in telling a story always makes demands on the perceptual capacities of the viewer, their ability to ‘construct’, from the sequence of images shown, an understanding of what is being conveyed to them. In a stage performance, our impressions are overwhelmingly defined by the strong presence of actors.
communicating with us through the mutually accepted pretence of *stage conventions*, mostly conveyed by their live dialogue. The impressions we experience from a narrative film are created instead by what Christian Metz calls our ‘constant impulse to invest’ those ‘ghostly creatures moving on the screen’ with ‘the “reality” of fiction’. This ‘reality of fiction’, he says, ‘comes only from within us, from the *projections* and *identifications* that are mixed in with our perception of the film’ (Metz, 1974, 10, emphases added). Constituting the total world of the story that some film theorists call a film’s *diegesis* (Greek for ‘narrative’), this comprises everything we assume to exist in the world the film depicts – characters, objects, settings, and so forth. Besides the explicitly presented events we all see and watch in common, as mesmerized viewers we will also be subjectively adding unseen elements into the fictional mix. Such elements will include presumed and *inferred* events, objects and places that are not shown, as well as our feelings, fantasies and valuations about the characters depicted – the projections and identifications Metz speaks of. We construct and internalize a story that will make some kind of personal sense to each of us.

Whatever the ‘impression of reality’ we negotiate for ourselves in the transaction between the images on the screen and our own perceptions of them, it should not be forgotten that what is seen will also be dependent on an economic process and reality, lying behind the process of production. The range of cinematic techniques available to be used at any one time by a director will vary, partly depending on the production budget available, and partly depending on the connected question of the kind of cinema audience being targeted. A small but apt example linking Shakespeare adaptation and budgetary issues concerns a view expressed by film director Roman Polanski. In 2000 he said that were he to remake a film of *Macbeth*, he would use the *digital imaging* or *CGI* techniques available to modern filmmakers to create the outdoor castle sequences. To get the results he wanted in 1971, he was forced to use the unpredictable, time-consuming and expensive methods of outdoor location shooting.

The way economics relate to the respective targeting of *arthouse* or popular film audiences can be conveyed briefly and broadly by contrasting the approaches taken to filming Shakespeare by Orson Welles and Baz Luhrmann. In each of his three adaptations (*Macbeth* [1948], *Othello* [1952] and *Chimes at Midnight* [1965]), Welles’s highly individualistic cinematic style makes no concession to the requirements or
perceptual capacities of a worldwide popular movie audience. This meant his having to work within severely constrained production budgets for each film. In turn, this also ensured the audiences for his films would only ever be arthouse, i.e. commercially speaking very small, and attending a limited number of global cinematic venues. In the case of Baz Luhrmann, for his Romeo + Juliet (1996) he aimed from the start to communicate with an MTV-influenced youth audience. His stylistic approach and casting were designed for large-scale internationally popular appeal, an approach that attracted ample funding from Hollywood both for making and (a long lead-time of) publicizing the film. As a result, backed by highly successful test screenings, it was almost guaranteed that on release the movie would open wide (i.e. simultaneously across over 1000 cinema screens in the USA), massive audiences and profits being the result.
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